
 

 

 

 

Abstract— This paper addresses makespan optimal solving 

of cooperative path-finding problem (CPF) by translating it to 

propositional satisfiability (SAT). The task is to relocate set of 

agents to given goal positions so that they do not collide with 

each other. A novel SAT encoding of CPF is suggested. The 

novel encoding uses the concept of matching in a bipartite 

graph to separate spatial constraint of CPF from consideration 

of individual agents. The separation allowed reducing the size 

of encoding significantly. The conducted experimental evalua-

tion shown that novel encoding can be solved faster than exist-

ing encodings for CPF and also that the SAT based methods 

dominates over A* based methods in environment densely 

occupied by agents. 

Keywords-cooperative path-finding (CPF); propositional 

satisfiability (SAT); encodings; matchings; bipartite graphs; A* 

I. INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT 

HE problem of cooperative path-finding (CPF) [13], 

[17], [19], [23] represents an abstraction for variety of 

problems where the task is to relocate some physical agents, 

robots, or other objects so that they do not collide with each 

other. Each agent is given its initial position in a certain 

environment and its task is to reach a given goal position. It 

is assumed that all the agents are the same (same size and 

velocity) and are controlled centrally. That is, agents make 

no decisions themselves (although sometimes the problem is 

referred to as multi-agent path-finding, it is actually not a 

multi-agent system). The centralized planning mechanism 

finds a spatial-temporal path for each agent through which 

the agent can relocate to its goal. The major difficulty in 

CPF comes from possible interactions among relocated 

agents, which is imposed by the requirement that they must 

not collide with each other. The more agents appear in the 

instance the more complex interaction arises and conse-

quently the instance is harder to solve. 

 There are many motivations for introducing CPF. Classi-

cal multi-robot relocation problems where agents are repre-

sented by actual mobile robots can be viewed as CPF. Plan-

ning movements of units in real-time strategy games is an-

other application [23]. Even data relocation in a network can 

be regarded a CPF (agent is represented by a data packet and 

spatial occupancy turns into storage occupancy). 
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 The indifference between agents in terms of their proper-

ties allows abstraction where the environment is modeled as 

an undirected graph and agents as items placed in vertices of 

this graph [19], [23]. Spatial properties of agents are mod-

eled by the requirement that at most one agent is placed in 

each vertex. The time is discrete and the move is possible 

only into a currently unoccupied vertex while no other agent 

is allowed to enter the same target vertex. It can be observed 

now, that well-known relocation puzzles such as N⨯N-

puzzle [12], [14]are special cases of CPF. 

 Contemporary approaches to solving CPF include poly-

nomial time sub-optimal algorithms [13], [24] as well as 

methods that generate optimal solutions in certain sense 

[20], [21]. This work focuses on generating makespan opti-

mal solutions to CPF where the makespan is the maximum 

of arrive times over all the agents. 

 Related makespan optimal methods for CPF currently 

include methods employing translation of CPF to proposi-

tional satisfiability (SAT) [22], methods based on conflict 

resolution between paths for individual agents [18], and 

classical A* based methods equipped with powerful heuris-

tics [20]. The first mentioned approach excels in relatively 

small environments with high density of agents while latter 

two approaches are better in large environments with few 

agents and low interaction among them. 

 This work tries to contribute to SAT-based methods. Par-

ticularly, a novel propositional encoding of CPF is intro-

duced in this paper. The new encoding is based on the con-

cept of matching in a bipartite graph. It is smaller and can 

be solved faster than previous two encodings. It is also 

shown how the SAT-based solving stands in comparison 

with A* based methods. 

 The organization of the paper is as follows. The CPF 

problem is introduced formally first. Then the novel proposi-

tional encoding of CPF is described and its theoretical prop-

erties are summarized. Experimental evaluation in which 

two previous encodings and the A* based method are com-

pared with the novel encoding constitute the last part. 

II. COOPERATIVE PATH-FINDING (CPF) FORMALLY 

An arbitrary undirected graph can be used to model the 

environment where agents are moving. Let         be 

such a graph where                is a finite set of ver-
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tices and     
 
  is a set of edges. The placement of agents 

in the environment is modeled by assigning them vertices of 

the graph. Let                be a finite set of agents. 

Then, an arrangement of agents in vertices of graph   will 

be fully described by a location function      ; the 

interpretation is that an agent     is located in a vertex 

    . At most one agent can be located in each vertex; that 

is   is uniquely invertible. A generalized inverse of   denot-

ed as             will provide us an agent located in 

a given vertex or   if the vertex is empty. 

Definition 1 (COOPERATIVE PATH FINDING). An instance 

of cooperative path-finding problem is a quadruple   
               

   where location functions    and    

define the initial and the goal arrangement of a set of agents 

  in   respectively. □ 

The dynamicity of the model supposes a discrete time di-

vided into time steps. An arrangement    at the  -th time step 

can be transformed by a transition action which instantane-

ously moves agents in the non-colliding way to form a new 

arrangement     . The resulting arrangement      must 

satisfy the following validity conditions: 

(i)       either               or 

                  holds 

(agents move along edges or not move at all), 

(ii)                          
              

(agents move to vacant vertices only), and 

(iii)                               

(no two agents enter the same target/unique 

invertibility of resulting arrangement). 

 The task in cooperative path finding is to transform    

using above valid transitions to   . An illustration of CPF 

and its solution is depicted in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Cooperative path-finding (CPF) on a 4-connected grid. The task is 

to relocate three agents   ,   , and    to their goal vertices so that they do 

not collide with each other. A solution    of makespan 4 is shown. 

Definition 2 (SOLUTION, MAKESPAN). A solution of a 

makespan   to a cooperative path finding instance   
         

   is a sequence of arrangements    
                where       and      is a result of 

valid transformation of    for every             . □ 
 

A notation      will be also used to denote the makespan. If 

it is a question whether there exists a solution of   of the 

makespan at most a given bound   we are speaking about a 

bounded CPF (bCPF). It is known that bCPF is 

  -complete and finding makespan optimal solution to CPF 

is   -hard [14]. Notice that due to no-ops introduced in 

valid transitions it is equivalent to finding a solution of the 

makespan equal to the given bound.  

III. A NOVEL ENCODING BASED ON BIPARTITE MATCHING 

The core idea behind the suggested encoding is to divide 

requirement on occupancy of vertices by at most one agent 

and collision avoidance constraints from mapping of agents 

to individual vertices. If a movement takes place then the 

target vertex must be vacant and no other agent is allowed to 

enter the target at the same time. Such a requirement can be 

modeled even if it is not know what particular agent moves. 

In other words, occupancy and collision requirements can be 

tested with anonymous agents. 

The mapping of individual agents to vertices is done sepa-

rately. Locations of an actual (not anonymous) agent can be 

mapped to locations of anonymous one provided, that the 

same (actual) agent is mapped to source and target locations 

of each move of anonymous agent. The advantage of sepa-

rating occupancy and collision constraints and agent map-

ping is that the former does not need to care about the latter, 

which significantly simplifies expression of associated con-

straints by means of propositional satisfiability. Occupancy 

and collision constrains with anonymous agents do not need 

to distinguish between individual agents while agents do not 

need observe locations of other agents. 

The cooperation of both views of the problem to ensure 

the model is a correct model of solution existence in bCPF is 

carried out through channeling constraints [6], [7]. The 

concept of anonymous agents can be regarded as anonymous 

material that is transported around graph. 

The closest concept from computer science that captures 

such anonymous material transportation is the concept of 

network flow [1]. Without stating more details, let us note 

that if network flows are employed in solving CPF, then 

capacities of edges of a graph modeling the instance should 

be 1, which expresses the fact that agents should not collide 

and must not share any vertex. If a flow is finally extracted 

from such a graph and sliced into layers corresponding to 

individual time steps then saturated edges in such slices will 

form matchings and slices itself bipartite graphs [1],[15]. 

The bipartite graph consists of vertices visited by material 

(agents) in consecutive time steps and of edges representing 

possible moves. 

However, the situation is not that straightforward. It can-

not be modeled by a matching in a bipartite graph that an 

agent always moves into a vacant vertex. Hence, additional 

treatment is needed. 

A. Background of the Encoding 

Let us have an instance of bCPF              , 
        with makespan bound  . A time expansion undi-
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rected graph    is intended to represent process of agent 

relocation over the original graph   in time.            

will be defined as follows:               , that is, we 

have a copy of the original set of vertices for each time step. 

A set of vertices       for             will be called an 

 -th layer. Edges are introduced as follows:             
       for every     and                    for 

every         for              . A movement of 

agents between time steps   and     for               
represented by location functions    and      respectively 

can be recorded by assigning agents to the set of vertices 

      and         according to    and      respective-

ly. An induced matching with respect to a movement defined 

by    and      in bipartite graph              is obtained by 

taking edges having the same assigned agents at both ends 

(see Fig. 2 for illustration). 

 

Fig. 2. Correspondence of agent movement and matching in bipartite 

graph. Movement between time steps   and     and corresponding in-
duced matching are illustrated. A set of source vertices of non-trivial moves 

and a set of their targets must be disjoint in a matching that corresponds to a 

valid movement (             ). 

Proposition 1 (INDUCED MATCHINGS). The set of induced 

matchings between time steps in the time expansion graph 

forms a proper subset of all matchings. ■ 

Proof. Validity constraints in the definition of valid 

movement (ii) and (iii) require that the set of source vertices 

of non-trivial moves (that is, moves in which the agent does 

not stay in a vertex) and the set of their targets are disjoint. 

That is,                                          

                   (see Fig. 2 for illustration). Obvi-

ously, not all matchings satisfy this condition (see Fig. 3). ■ 

Thus, if motions between time steps in CPF are modeled 

as matchings in time expansion graphs it is necessary to rule 

out matchings that are not induced. One can see that ruling 

out such matching can be done by adding constraints that 

enforce empty intersection between sources and targets of 

non-trivial moves. Although posting such constraints on 

searched matchings while preserving completeness is diffi-

cult in matching search algorithms such as in those based on 

network flows, the situation in SAT 

is much more promising thanks to its 

expressive power. 

Induced matchings can be con-

nected together into a sequence 

along the whole time expansion 

graph, that is from  -th layer to  -th 

layer. Connecting matchings in se-

quence means to connect target ver-

tices of one matching with source 

vertices of the successor matching 

(see Fig. 4). If initial locations of 

agents in the  -th layer are connected 

with goals in the  -th layer of the 

time expansion graph through sequence of induced match-

ings then it forms a reservation in time and space through 

which valid movements of agents  from initial locations to 

their goals can be done. 

However, the concept of matching does not allow map-

ping of agent’s initial locations to their goals on an individu-

al basis (agents may be arbitrarily permuted in their goals if 

regarded through induced matchings only). Therefore, fur-

ther additional constraints are necessary. These will however 

not be included in the matching model, which we would like 

to keep as simple as possible. A separate model, which will 

map agents to individual vertices, is introduced. 

B. Details of the Encoding 

 The suggested SAT encoding – called MATCHING encod-

ing – is divided into two parts. The first one models occu-

pancy/collision requirements and it is based on induced 

matchings in time expansion graph. The second part models 

mapping of agents to vertices but does not care about colli-

sion and occupancy requirements. 

Definition 3 (INDUCED SUBMODEL). An induced part of 

the MATCHING encoding of given bCPF consists of proposi-

tional variable for each vertex and edge in the time expan-

sion graph. That is, propositional variable   
  is introduced 

for every           and     and propositional variables 

    
  and   

  are introduced for every           and 

        and     respectively.  Constraints enforce that 

variables set to      form an induced matching: 

(a)     
    

    
     for every         and 

                         , 
    

    
    

      for every     and  

                          
  (if an edge is selected into matching then 

   its endpoints are selected as well) 

(b)   
       

 
             for every     and 

                           , 
     

       
 

              for every     and 

                           , 
  (at most one incoming  and outgoing edge 

   is selected into matching) 
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(c)   
    

       
 

           for every     

             and              , 
    

      
       

 
          for every     

             and              , 
  (if a vertex is selected into matching then at 

   least one outgoing and incoming edge must 

   be selected as well) 

(d)     
     

      for every         

             and              , 
  (source and target vertices of non-trivial 

   moves must be disjoint). □ 

  
  indicates that vertex       has been selected into 

matching in the time expansion graph. Similarly,     
  and   

  

indicate that edge                 and                 
respectively have been selected into matching. Block of 

constraints (a) ensures consistency between selection of 

vertices and edges; constraints (b) and (c) ensures Kirch-

hoff’s laws [1] on selection of edges, and finally (d) con-

straints ensures that the selected matching is induced one. 

For simplicity, the mapping part of the encoding will be 

introduced over finite domain integer variables, which will 

be subsequently substituted with bit vectors while con-

straints will be translated into clauses. 

Definition 4 (MAPPING SUBMODEL). A mapping part of the 

MATCHING encoding of a given bCPF consists of variables 

  
              for every           and    . Con-

straints will form a channel to the induced part of the model: 

      
    

    
     for         and 

                        
    

      
     for     and 

                       . □ 

Variable   
  indicate what agent appear in vertex       

(equivalently what agent is in   at time step  ), where 

  
    means that       is vacant. Constraints merely say 

that if an edge is selected in to matching, then an agent must 

be transported along it (constraints (e)). Whenever there is 

some agent in a vertex then this vertex must be selected into 

matching (constraints (f)). 

Initial and goal arrangement will be expressed through 

additional constraints on variables corresponding to  -th  

and  -th layer of the time expansion graph: 

       
       

    iff    
          

       
        

   iff    
         

       

 
      

 
   iff    

          

       

 
       

 
  iff    

         

It remains to show how to translate constraints (6) and (7) 

to conjunction of clauses and how to deal with integer varia-

bles   
 . Constraint (6), that is,   

       
 

            will 

be substituted by differences between all the pairs of varia-

bles: 

 

 

 

Constraint (7) is treated analogically. Finite domain inte-

ger variables   
  will be represented by vectors of 

              propositional variables using binary encod-

ing. Individual propositional variables representing   
  will 

be accessed by indexing:   
     is  -th propositional variable 

representing   
 . Then constraints (11) and (12) in mapping 

part of the model can be respectively translated as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Few additional constraints are needed to rule out extra 

values that can be represented by propositional vector but do 

not correspond to any agent if     is not a power of  . 

Observe that all the constraints are now written as clauses 

(disjunctions of literals, where literal is a variable or its 

negation) or can be easily rewritten as clauses. Thus, a con-

junctive normal form (CNF) [4] of the formula has been 

obtained. The resulting formula modeling existence of solu-

tion of given bCPF   with makespan bound   in the CNF 

form will be denoted as       . 

 
Fig. 4. Induced matchings in time expansion graph connected into a se-

quence. If a solution of a bCPF instance exists then there exists a sequence 
of consecutive matchings connecting the set of initial positions of agents 

with the set of their goals (bottom left) in the time expansion graph. The 

opposite however does not hold as sequence of matchings between sets of 
initial and goal positions disregards correspondence of the initial and goal 

position of individual agents (bottom right). 

C. Properties of the Encoding 

 The constructed formula        has a model (a valuation 

of variables under which the formula is satisfied) if and only 

if   has a solution of makespan  . Moreover, a solution of   

can be extracted from the model of        as it is summa-

rized in the following proposition. 

Proposition 2 (ENCODING CORRECTNESS). The matching 

based encoding is correct. That is, there is a 1-to-1 mapping 

between solutions of bCPF   with bound   and models of 

      . ■ 
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Sketch of proof. If there is a solution                 
    of given bCPF   then valuation of   

  can be directly 

constructed from arrangements              . Moreover, 

valid movements induce a matching which corresponds to 

valuation of   
  and     

 . Altogether, constructed valuations 

constitute a model of       . 

The opposite direction is analogical. Assume that a model 

of        is given. Arrangements               which 

constitute a solution are obtained from valuations of   
 . 

Constraints and valuations of variables   
  and     

  ensure 

that   
  are non-zero in those vertices   and time steps   that 

are selected into matchings. Hence, validity conditions (ii) 

and (iii) are preserved. It is also ensured by constraints in 

       that valuations of   
  variables for consecutive time 

steps observe relocation of agents along edges selected into a 

matching. Thus, validity condition (i) is satisfied as well. ■ 

A very important advantage of matching encoding is its 

small size. Let us summarize the size of the encoding in the 

following proposition (the proof is omitted). 

Proposition 3 (MATCHING ENCODING SIZE).  Let       
        , where         with a bound   be an instance 

of bCPF. The induced part of the model requires        
     propositional variables and               
                         clauses. 

The mapping part of the model requires       
              propositional variables and         
                   clauses. ■ 

The number of edges incident with a given vertex   is de-

noted as        . Observe, that most of clauses in 

MATCHING encoding are either binary or ternary. 

MATCHING encoding is smaller in terms of number of var-

iables and clauses if compared with INVERSE and ALL-

DIFFERENT encodings proposed in [21] and [22]. Even 

though the advantage in terms of size of the formula does 

not necessarily mean that the formula is easier to solve [5], 

certain correlation between solving time and the size of the 

formula exists. In order to determine whether this correlation 

actually exist in case of bCPF encodings, particularly in case 

of MATCHING encoding a thorough experimental evaluation 

must be done. 

IV. SAT-BASED OPTIMAL CPF SOLVING 

 The suggested MATCHING encoding is intended for 

makespan optimal CPF solving. As it is possible to solve 

bCPF with given makespan bound   by translating it to 

SAT, an optimal makespan and corresponding solution can 

be obtained using multiple queries to a SAT solving proce-

dure with encoded bCPF. Various strategies exist for getting 

the optimal makespan. The simplest one and very efficient 

one at the same time is to try sequentially makespan bounds 

        until   equal to the optimal makespan is encoun-

tered. This strategy will be further referred as sequential 

increasing. The sequential increasing strategy is also used in 

domain independent planners such as SATPLAN [10], SASE 

[9] and others. Pseudo-code of the strategy is listed as Algo-

rithm 1. 

 The focus here is on SAT encoding while querying strate-

gies are out of scope of the paper; though let us mention that 

in depth study of querying strategies is given in [16]. There 

is a great potential in querying strategies as they can bring 

speedup of planning process in orders of magnitude, espe-

cially when combined with parallel processing. 

Algorithm 1. SAT based optimal CPF solving. 
 input:  a CPF instance   
 output:  a pair consisting of the optimal makespan 
    and corresponding optimal solution 

 

function Find-Optimal-Solution-Sequentially             
   : pair 

1:      
2:  loop 
3:     Encode-CPF-as-SAT       
4:   if Solve-SAT     then 
5:       Extract-Solution-from-Valuation    
6:    return       
7:         
8:  return       

 

 Any complete SAT solver [8] may be used as the external 

module of the suggested optimal CPF solving algorithm. 

Notice however that a CPF solver following the framework 

of Algorithm 1 is incomplete. If the given CPF instance   

has no solution then the algorithm runs infinitely. The treat-

ment of incompleteness is easy. The solvability of   can be 

checked by some of sub-optimal polynomial time solving 

algorithms such as that suggested in [13] or by PUSH-AND-

ROTATE [24] (which corrects previous algorithm [1]) before 

optimal SAT solving is started. The speed of the solving 

process is not compromised by solving the instance sub-

optimally first since the runtime of solving encoded bCPFs 

by a SAT solver significantly dominates in the overall 

runtime. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

 Properties of suggested MATCHING encoding were evalu-

ated experimentally. Experimental findings regarding the 

size of the encoding and the speed of CPF solving when 

MATCHING encoding is used within the SAT based frame-

work for makespan optimal CPF solving. 

 All the propositional encodings used in experimental 

evaluation (that is, MATHING, INVERSE [21], and ALL-

DIFFERENT [22]) are further augmented with vertex reacha-

bility heuristic. The idea behind reachability heuristic is 

quite simple. If certain vertex   at time step   contains agent 

  while the distance from   to its goal is greater than the 

remaining number of time steps (that is,     ) then the 

instance is unsolvable from such a state. Hence, occurrence 

of an agent in vertices and time steps from that it is too far to 

the goal is forbidden. What is more important, constraints, in 

which particular agents are identified at forbidden vertices 

and time steps, can be omitted completely as they never 

contribute (this is however not the case of MATCHING encod-



 

 

 

ing since no particular agents are indentified there; in ALL-

DIFFERENT encoding, the reachability heuristic reduces the 

size of resulting formula significantly). 

 Glucose version 3.0 [2] SAT solver has been used in 

the experimental evaluation. According to the 2013 SAT 

Competition [3] Glucose is one of few top SAT solvers in 

terms of performance in solving hard combinatorial prob-

lems. As CPF can be regarded as a combinatorial problem, 

this choice of SAT solver is justified.  

 All the source codes used to conduct experiments are 

posted on website to allow full reproducibility of presented 

results: http://ktiml.mff.cuni.cz/~surynek/research/ictai2014. 

Additional experimental results including data in raw form 

are on-line as well. 

A. Comparison of Encoding Sizes 

One of the objectives in designing the new CPF encoding 

was to reduce its size as much as possible. The size is con-

sidered in terms of the number of variables and clauses. 

Although it is reported that there is only a weak correlation 

between the formula size and the time necessary to test 

whether it is satisfiable [5], this is usually meant for domain 

independent case. In domain dependent case like CPF, we 

have a chance to solve the formula faster if there are fewer 

propositional variables and clauses in the encoding. 

The size of suggested MATCHING encoding is compared 

with sizes of previous two encodings called INVERSE and 

ALL-DIFFERENT. Both previous encodings are much smaller 

than domain independent encodings used in planners 

SATPLAN and SASE as shown in [21], therefore, comparison 

with domain independent encodings is omitted. 

Table 1. Encoding size comparison – 8⨯8. INVERSE, ALL-DIFFERENT, and 
MATCHING encodings – all with compiled distance heuristics [22] – are  

compared. bCPF instances are generated over the 4-connected grid of size 

8⨯8 with 20% of cells occupied by obstacles. Makespan bound   is always 
16. The number of variables and clauses is listed for different sizes of the of 

agents  . MATCHING encoding is smallest for larger number of agents in 

terms of number of variables and clauses. 

Grid 8⨯8 
INVERSE ALL-DIFFERENT MATCHING 

|Agents| 

1 
#Variables 

#Clauses 
8 358.7 

31 327.9 
1 489.3 
7 930.4 

4 520.3 
25 881.1 

4 
10 019.5 
55 437.0 

7 834.5 
34 781.9 

6 181.1 
43 171.0 

16 
11 680.3 
91 344.5 

67 088.3 
216 745.4 

7 841.9 
72 259.3 

32 
12 510.7 

122 170.3 
230 753.0 
646 616.2 

8 672.3 
99 675.5 

 The comparison of encoding sizes is made on the standard 

benchmark used in CPF consisting of 4-connected grid graph 

with random initial and goal arrangements of agents [19]. 

Randomly placed obstacles occupy 20% of vertices. Com-

parison is made on grids of sizes 8⨯8, 12⨯12, and 16⨯16 

with the size of the set of agents ranging from 1 to 32, 64, 

and 128 respectively. 10 random instances were generated 

for each size of the set of agents. A time limit of 1 minute 

has been used for generating the single formula (only the 

ALL-DIFFERENT encoding did not manage to generate for-

mulae for large set of agents in the given time limit). 

 Selected results are shown in Table 1, 2, and 3. Average 

size calculated from 10 random instances is always present-

ed. It can be observed that the ALL-DIFFERENT encoding is 

smallest for few agents in the graph, but it quickly blows up 

as the number of agents increases. Both INVERSE and 

MATCHING encodings grow relatively slowly with increasing 

number of agents while the MATCHING is consistently small-

er than the INVERSE one. 

Table 2. Encoding size comparison – 12⨯12. Makespan bound   is 24. The 
MATCHING encoding is again smallest for larger sets of agents. 

Grid 12⨯12 
INVERSE ALL-DIFFERENT MATCHING 

|Agents| 

1 
#Variables 

#Clauses 
29 798.7 

116 302.8 
4 973.9 

30 928.8 
15 961.3 
94 603.2 

4 
35 381.1 

203 123.9 
22 190.0 

122 571.6 
21 543.7 

155 954.7 

16 
40 963.5 

330 613.4 
153 047.5 
632 067.5 

27 126.1 
257 974.6 

32 
43 754.7 

439 680.0 
475 135.0 

1 628 635.0 
29 917.3 

354 306.4 

64 
46 545.9 

620 942.7 
1 630 196.0 
4 713 520.0 

32 708.5 
522 834.3 

 As can be seen in section B, most of clauses in the 

MATCHING encoding are either binary or ternary (the ratio 

between the total number of literals appearing in the formula 

and the number of clauses is around 2.8), which suggests 

support for intensive unit propagation. INVERSE and ALL-

DIFFERENT encodings has many higher-arity clauses when 

the number of agents is high. No such effect appears in 

MATCHING encoding with more agents. 

Table 3. Encoding size comparison – 16⨯16. Makespan bound   is 32. The 

ALL-DIFFERENT encoding for 128 agents could not be generated in the given 
time limit of 1 minute. 

Grid 16⨯16 
INVERSE ALL-DIFFERENT MATCHING 

|Agents| 

1 
#Variables 

#Clauses 
71 974.0 

286 764.5 
11 413.6 
82 011.1 

38 328.2 
230 572.1 

4 
85 094.0 

496 353.1 
50 978.3 

336 001.7 
51 448.2 

377 551.9 

16 
98 214.0 

803 130.0 
296 355.6 

1 521 163.0 
64 568.2 

621 720.0 

32 
104 774.0 

1 065 304.0 
847 829.1 

3 545 489.0 
71 128.2 

852 589.4 

64 
111 334.0 

1 498 740.0 
2 725 381.0 
9 320 047.0 

77 688.2 
1 254 721.0 

128 
134 035.5 

2 272 241.0 
N/A 

98 010.3 
1 996 918.0 

B. Comparison of Runtime
1
 

The runtime comparison is focused on speed of makespan 

optimal CPF solving by SAT based framework. Again, 

speed of CPF solving when MATCHING encoding is used is 

compared with usage of previous two encodings – INVERSE 

and ALL-DIFFERENT. In order to show performance of SAT-

 
1 All the runtime measurements were done on a machine with the 4-core 
CPU Xeon 2.0GHz and 12GB RAM under Linux kernel 3.5.0-48. 

http://ktiml.mff.cuni.cz/~surynek/research/ictai2014


 

 

 

based optimal CPF in context, A* based solving algorithm 

OD+ID [20] has been implemented and included into com-

parison.  

Table 4. Average optimal makespan – grid 4⨯4. As the number of agents 
increases the makespan increases as well. Agents need to interact with each 

other more intensively, which limits maneuverability. 

Grid 4⨯4 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

|Agents| 

Makespan 2.5 4.8 4.3 5.5 8.6 9.0 10.0 11.4 

The experimental setup is the same as in the case of size 

evaluation, that is, a set of agents with random goals is ran-

domly placed in a 4-connected grid of certain size which has 

20% of its vertices occupied by obstacles. Grids of size 4⨯4, 

8⨯8, and 12⨯12 were used. The time limit for the solver has 

been set to 1 minute. For each size of the grid a set of agents 

of the size ranging from 1 to a number of agents for which 

the problem was solvable in 1 minute (due to the time limit 

smaller instances than in size comparison have been used). 

Again, 10 instances are generated and solved for each size of 

the set of agents. Mixture of solvable and unsolvable in-

stances has been used. 

Table 5. Average optimal makespan – grid 8⨯8. The average distance to 
goals increased but the maneuverability in presented instances increased as 

well, hence the makespan is comparable to 4⨯4 grid. 

Grid 8⨯8 
1 2 4 6 8 10 12 16 20 

|Agents| 

Makespan 5.3 7.4 8.4 8.7 11.0 9.8 11.6 12.4 12.3 

The first series of results regarding the optimal makespan 

is presented in Table 4, 5, and 6. The optimal makespan is 

correlated with the size of the grid since the distances be-

tween initial positions and goals are larger in larger grids. At 

the same time, the makespan is correlated with density of 

agents in the environment. If the density of agents is high the 

maneuverability of agents is limited which prolongs the 

makespan as a consequence. 

Table 6. Average optimal makespan – grid 12⨯12. The average distance to 
goals has a major impact on the resulting makespan. 

Grid 12⨯12 
1 2 4 6 8 10 12 16 20 

|Agents| 

Makespan 11.3 13.0 14.0 15.5 17.5 18.0 33.8 18.7 21.0 

Results regarding runtime are presented in Fig. 5, 6, and 7. 

It can be observed that A* base OD+ID performs as the 

worst. It is not able to solve the instance within the given 

time limit if the number of agents is higher and their reloca-

tion to goal requires non-trivial cooperation. The same weak 

performance of OD+ID is visible throughout all the three 

grids. However, as grids become larger the algorithm is able 

to solve instances with more agents since in larger graphs, 

there is better chance to have agents independent – a proper-

ty OD+ID exploits. 

 
Fig. 5. Runtime of SAT-based CPF solving – grid 4⨯4. Glucose 3.0 is 

used as an external solver. MATCHING encoding is up to the order of magni-

tude faster than other two encodings. A* based OD+ID is able to solve 
instances with few agents only. 

On the other hand, OD+ID performs as the best when the 

number of agents is small. This is thanks to the design of the 

algorithm, which is able to plan paths for agents inde-

pendently as shortest paths if they do not interact. Notice 

also that SAT based CPF solving uses quite complicated 

infrastructure, which has a certain overhead. For each num-

ber of time steps a new formula is generated which means to 

save it to a file. The SAT solver is then invoked and it needs 

to load the formula from the file. Nothing of this is needed in 

case of OD+ID as the algorithm runs everything in memory. 

 
Fig. 6. Runtime of SAT-based CPF solving – grid 8⨯8. Dramatic difference 
between MATCHING encoding and the second best ALL-DIFFERENT encoding 

appears when occupancy of the graph with agents exceeds 15-16%. 

The advantage of using SAT based solving becomes clear 

with larger sets of agents. The overhead of translating bCPF 

into propositional formula is outweighed by the ability of the 

SAT solver to solve very difficult combinatorial instances 

relatively quickly. Notice that dozens of techniques and 

heuristics implemented within the state-of-the-art solver are 

harnessed to the effort to solve a given bCPF instance. An 

important issue is memory management for example. Mod-

ern SAT employ elaborated techniques to keep memory 

requirements reasonable (such as deletion of learned clauses) 

while in case of A* based algorithms we face shortage of 

memory in say several minutes after starting the algorithm 

(all the visited states need to be stored into the closed-list). 

When it comes to comparison of different encodings with-

in SAT based solving, it is clear that INVERSE encoding 

performs as worst – it solved fewest instances and is slowest. 

Both ALL-DIFFERENT and MATCHING encodings perform 

much better while MATCHING encoding is the best in all the 

tests. Experiments suggest that MATCHING encoding is up to 
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twice as faster than the ALL-DIFFERENT encoding in larger 

graphs. The dominance of MATCHING encoding seems to 

start at 15-16% occupancy of the environment with agents 

(also we need to account 20% of static obstacles which gives 

25-26% of total occupancy). The explanation is that ALL-

DIFFERENT encoding grows quickly in terms of size with 

growing number of agents. The growth in case of MATCHING 

encoding is slow and it is accounted only to the distance 

heuristic, which need to handle more agents, and to initial 

and goal constraints (the rest of the formula is independent 

of the particular set of agents). 

 
Fig. 7. Runtime of SAT-based CPF solving – grid 12⨯12. The point where 
MATCHING encoding becomes significantly fastest is shifted towards larger 

sets of agents (where timeout of 1 minute elapsed for other encodings).  

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

 A novel propositional encoding of cooperative path-

finding problem (CPF) has been introduced. It is based on 

the concept of matching in a bipartite graph. Spatial (validi-

ty) constraints of CPF are modeled by connecting matchings 

in the time expansion graph into a sequence. Individual 

agents are considered in a separate part of the model, which 

allows keeping spatial constraints very simple and compact 

in the propositional representation. At the same time, the 

part of the model dealing with individual agents does not 

need to care about spatial constraints, which again brings 

significant simplification. Both sub-models are integrated by 

simple channeling constraints. 

 All these ideas let to the encoding – called MATCHING – 

that is small in the terms of number of variables and clauses. 

Consequently, the encoding can be solved faster, which 

improved the performance of the whole SAT-based solving 

process for CPF. MATCHING encoding let up to several times 

faster makespan optimal CPF solving than previous proposi-

tional encodings. The comparison with A* based methods 

shown that SAT based methods with any encoding dominate 

on CPF instances with relatively high density of agents. 

 There are several open questions for future. It would be 

interesting to see performance of CPF solving if it is mod-

eled as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) or an integer-

programming instance. 

 The suggested MATCHING encoding is still far from theo-

retically smallest possible encoding in which it is needed to 

represent locations all the agents at all the time steps. Con-

sider that each vertex can be visited by an agent at most    -

times where   is the makespan bound in the given bCPF. 
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